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Do you want to increase the company's profitability?

Do you need to have a stable and timely delivery?

Do you need to expand an assortment of sold products?

Do you need to replace illiquid products?

Are your ambitions and capabilities talk about 
the willingness to cooperate straight with producer?
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INFORMATION ABOUT THE COMPANY

Our company is one of the biggest producer of matte glass, 
glass and mirror  with patterns in Ukraine.

Since it’s establishment in 2006 «SKLOPROM»LLC has grown from the small manufacture 
to a big company, which specializes in the production  of matte glass 
and mirrors (satin), glass and mirrors with patterns made with help of chemical 
etching technology.
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PRODUCTION OF GLASS

320 000
м2

480 000
м2

380 000
м2

540 000
м2

2012 2013 2014 2015

Matte glass (mirror) and glass (mirror) with patterns usually used in decoration of the interior, 
in production of glass partitions, windows or doors, etc.

We are constantly increasing the volume of production, providing a big assortment for our partners.
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SHORT HISTORY

     The company was founded as 
a small glass manufacture

    Development of the technology 
of chemical glass processing 
for production of the matte
glass (satin)

    Increasing of the production 
areas up to 1000 m2

    Start of glass production using 
the deep chemical etching 
technology

    Increase of the production areas up to 1500 m2 
    Developing and start  batch processing sheets 
of  glass technology, gives us a possibility to increase 
the volume of production.

   Increasing of the production areas 
   up to 2500 m2

   Expansion of production assortment
   Start of export trade
   Developing of the frameless 
satin technology
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TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESS

APPLYING PATTERNS (glass and mirrors with patterns)

We worked out the strict criteria for our production to satisfy all demands of the big companies,
that are working with us.
Our production facilities let us to provide full production cycle: unloading and loading mechanisms, 
automatic washing, cutting tables (for large format), equipment for applying matt covering and patterns, 
large storage areas.
WE own the original technology of processing glass surface. Special production equipment was designed 
and produced by our specialists to perform the production operations, that are needed.

Surface of the product is covered with patterns, applied using the special technique of processing. 
Depending on the aim you need, pattern can be applied on the surface or it can be embossed, when 
treating composition takes away at the thickness of glass the ornament to a depth of 5 mm.  Our unique 
technology let us not just to apply the pattern but to select it in the total mass of the surface (matte, clear) 
by another texture (shine, different depth of mat, play of moiré, “fir-tree” effect on the sides of the 
pattern). Our patterns on glass are differing from those that are applied on glass by the way of knurling. 
Due to the technology that we use, the surface of the glass stays without any deformations, pattern is 
very accurate, and also there is a possibility to produce the lists of glass of larger formats. Our 
equipment let us to produce not only patterns from our catalogue but even patterns of your 
own design and requirements.

This technology let us to produce glass with silk-matt surface. Such covering is resistant to rub and is not 
washed off  with water.
Comparing with the sandblasting this  covering doesn't make mechanical stress to glass, spots are easily 
removed from its surface and there is no need in processing it with hydrophobizing liquid before use.

APPLYING  A  MATTE FINISH  (satin, matelux, satinat)
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Colorless Ice

Colorless satin

Colorless Grape Bronze Grape

Bronze satin Colorless 3D Bronze 3D

Bronze Ice Colorless Bassak Bronze Bassak

Colorless Volcano Bronze Volcano

OUR PRODUCTS
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Colorless Zebra

Colorless Granite

Colorless Dali Bronze Dali

Bronze Granite 

Bronze Zebra

Colorless Damas

Colorless Dekor

Colorless Labirint

Bronze Damas

Bronze Dekor

Bronze Labirint

OUR PRODUCTS
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Bronze FantasyColorless Fantasy

Bronze ShaleColorless Shale

Colorless phoenix Bronze phoenix

Colorless satin 
mirror

Bronze satin 
mirror

Colorless Merkan Bronze Merkan Colorless Punto Bronze Punto

OUR PRODUCTS
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Colorless mirror 
phoenix

Bronze mirror 
phoenix

Colorless mirror 
Kare

Bronze mirror 
Kare

Colorless mirror 
Labirint

Bronze mirror 
Labirint

OUR PRODUCTS
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COMPETETIVE ADVANTAGES

 

THE ABILITY OF INDIVIDUAL PATTERN PRODUCTION
Our company can propose you to get a glass with pattern of your own design.

THE ABILITY OF WORK WITH MATERIALS PROVIDED BY CLIENT

THE ABILITY OF RAILWAY DELIVERY

THE PRICE FROM PRODUCER AND STORE AVAILABILITY

We work with own glass and glass, provided by the customer. Thе price of our services 
doesn't depend on this fact. If you have the opportunity to get  cheaper materials we 
will be glad to work with it. We are responsible for all risks of damage in the process 
of production.

The presence of a railway line near our production gives us a possibility to send  glass 
not only  by track, but also by railway. This is especially important for long distance 
delivery and for delivery beyond the border of Ukraine. It helps to decrease cost of 
delivery. 

We propose the best price as the producer of the product. Besides, this, assortment of 
the most popular production regularly is increasing and always is available 
at our warehouse. 
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CONTACTS

Our company is represented by the highly qualified specialists, managers and directors,
we always are glad to cooperate with you and are ready to help you with solving any problems 
in our area of competence.

+38 (067) 575 98 65 
+38 (067) 572 12 21 
+38 (057) 755 49 94
+38 (095) 009 03 34

pavel.steklo@gmail.com
skloprom@gmail.com

Ukraine, Kharkov, Frunze avenue , A-3
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